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 .In this paper we obtain examples of dual pairs in the group Pin V m W by
 .  .considering the inverse images of the subgroups O V m Id and Id m O WW V
 .  .under the double covering map p : Pin V m W ª O V m W . The main technical
results are the definition of the group of determinant graded double covers of
 . y1   . .O V and the fact that the map W ¬ p O V m Id defines a homomorphismW
 .2from the Witt group to this group when the ground field k satisfies k*r k* ( Z2
and y1 is not a square in k. We also show that the spin representation of
 .Pin V m W sets up Howe correspondences for each of these dual pairs when
k s R. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
 .If X, v is a real, symplectic vector space and Sp is its group of
 .symplectic automorphisms, a pair of subgroups A, B of Sp is said to be a
dual pair in Sp if the commutant of A in Sp is B and vice versa. This
 w x w x.notion was introduced by R. Howe see H1, H2 and especially H3 who
classified all irreducible, reductive dual pairs in Sp. The inverse images&Ä ÄA, B of A and B in Sp, the non-trivial double cover of Sp, also form a
 .dual pair, and understanding the decomposition of the Weil or oscillator&
representation of Sp into irreducible components under the action of
Ä ÄA = B provides a unified way of understanding many equations in mathe-
 w x.matical physics cf. H3 and also a number of topics in pure mathematics
 w x.cf. H2 .
* E-mail: slupins@math.u-strasbg.fr.
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Many features of the theory of symplectic vector spaces have analogues
in the theory of non-degenerate inner product spaces. For example, the
Clifford algebra and spin representation associated to a non-degenerate
inner product space can be thought of as analogues of the Weyl algebra&
and the Weil representation. The analogue of the double cover Sp of Sp is
the non-trivial double covering group Pin of the orthogonal group O and
 .in this article we will study dual pairs in Pin V m W obtained, more or
 .  .less, as inverse images under p : Pin V m W ª O V m W of the dual
  .  ..  .  w x.pair O V m Id , Id m O W in O V m W see also A . Here V andW V
 .W are non-degenerate inner product spaces over a not arbitrary field k.
y1  . .The first main result is the identification of the group p O V m Id .W
 2 . y1  .If W is the one-dimensional inner product space k, x , then p O V
.  .m Id is isomorphic to Pin V but in general this is not true. We showW
 . y1  . .cf. Theorem 2.9 that the map W ¬ p O V m Id defines a groupW
 .  . det  .homomorphism Gr V : Witt k ª GrCo¨ V from the Witt group of k? 2
 . to the group of ``determinant graded double covers'' of O V see Section
.  .1 for the definition . The simple structure of Witt k and an easy induction
y1  . .  .then allow us to identify p O V m Id cf. Corollary 2.13 .W
y1  . .In contrast with the symplectic case, the groups p O V m Id andW
y1  ..  .p Id m O W are not necessarily mutual commutants in Pin V m WV
}one may have to go to subgroups to get examples of dual pairs. In
 .Section 3, we give the complete list of dual pairs in Pin V m W obtained
 .in this way cf. Corollary 3.5 .
In Section 4 we show that if k s R, the spin representation of Pin V m
.  .W cf. Definition 4.1 sets up a Howe correspondence between irreducible
representations of these dual pairs just as the Weil representation does for&
 .certain dual pairs in Sp. This result is in the language of R. Howe a
 . w x`` skew duality version'' of Theorem 4.3.4.2 in H4 .
Throughout the article, except in Section 4, we work with non-degener-
 .  .2ate inner product spaces over a ground field k satisfying i k*r k* ( Z2
 . and ii y1 is not a square in k examples are k s R and k s F , theq
 . . finite field with q elements, if q s 3 mod 4 . The reason for this cf. the
.Appendix is that these are exactly the fields to which the standard
 w x.construction of ``Pin'' groups over R cf. ABS can be generalised. Over
such a field, inner product spaces have a ``signature'' s , which defines an
isomorphism of the Witt group of k with Z when y1 is not a sum of
 .squares in k, or with Zr4Z when it is cf. the Appendix .
The author thanks R. Howe for pointing out that the examples of dual
w xpairs and Howe correspondences of S were probably part of a general
family of similar results. This remark was one of the main motivations for
writing this article. I also thank R. Stanton for many useful conversations,
A. Huckleberry for an invitation to the Ruhr Universitat at Bochum whereÈ
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most of this paper was written, and the referee for his comments.
1. THE GROUP OF Z -GRADED DOUBLE COVERS2
In this section, we will define the group of Z -graded double covers of a2
group G and prove the basic properties of this group needed in the rest of
the paper.
 .Let G be any group and let Cov G be the group of equivalence classes2
of double covers of G. In abstract language, this is the Maclane cohomol-
2 .ogy group H G, Z but let us give an explicit description. A double cover2
Ãof G is a group G together with a surjective group homomorphism p :
ÃG ª G which fits into an exact sequence
Ã1 ª Z ª G ª G ª 1.2
y1 .The group p e is necessarily central and by abuse of notation we will
Ä Äalways denote the non-trivial element y1. Two double covers G and G1 2
Ä Äare equivalent if there is a group isomorphism f : G ª G such that1 2
p s p f.1 2
The group structure can be described as follows: the product of the$ $
equivalence class of p : G ª G with the equivalence class of p : G ª G1 1 2 2
Ã Ãw x  .is the equivalence class of the group g , g g G = G r 1, 1 ,1 2 1 2
 .4  .  .4 w x  .y1, y1 : p g s p g with projection g , g ¬ p g .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
 .  .The identity in Cov G turns out to be the class of the direct product2
 .nw x   .  .n.G = Z and since the map y1 g, g ¬ p g , y1 defines an iso-Ã Ã Ã2
Ã Ã  .morphism G . G ( G = Z , it follows that Cov G is an abelian group of2 2
exponent 2.
1.1. DEFINITION. A Z -graded we will usually omit the ``Z '' in what2 2
Ã Ã.  .follows double cover of a group G is a pair G, x , where p .: G ª G is a
double cover of G and x : G ª Z is a group homomorphism. Two graded2
Ã Ã .  .double covers G , x and G , x are equivalent if and only if x s x1 1 2 2 1 2
Ã Ãand G and G are equivalent as double covers.1 2
In the category of graded groups there is a natural product and using it
we define the product of two graded double covers of G.
Ã Ã .  .1.2. DEFINITION. Let G , x and G , x be two graded double cov-1 1 2 2
Ã Ã .  .ers of G. The product G , x ) G , x is the graded double cover1 1 2 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãw x  .  .4 .g , g g G = G : p g s p g , x x , where G = G is the1 2 1 Z 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 Z 22 2Ã Ã  .  .4group whose underlying set is G = G r 1, 1 , y1, y1 and whose mul-1 2
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tiplication is
  ..   ..­ x h ­ x g1 1 2 2w x w xg , g h , h s g h , y1 g h . .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 4  .  .Notation. Here, ­ : Z ª 0, 1 is the map ­ 1 s 0 and ­ y1 s 1.2
 . g1 g 2  .­  x1 g1.. ­  x 2 g 2 ..We will often write y1 for y1 when it is clear which
characters x , x : G ª Z are involved. For brevity, we will denote the1 2 2
Ã Ã .  .underlying group of the graded double cover G , x ) G , x also by1 1 2 2
Ã ÃG )G even though the definition of the product in this group depends on1 2
the choice of characters x and x .1 2
 .­  x1h1..­  x 2 g 2 ..Remark 1.2.1. The factor y1 is introduced to make the
following proposition true, which ultimately will imply Theorem 2.9, the
 .­  x1h1..­  x 2 g 2 ..main result of the next section. Note that y1 s
  .  ..  .x h , x g , where a, b is the Hilbert symbol of R.1 1 2 2 R R
Ã Ã .  .1.3. PROPOSITION. Let G , x , G , x be graded double co¨ers of G1 1 2 2 1
Ãand G , respecti¨ ely. Let A, B be Z -graded algebras and let a : G ª A and2 2 1
Ãb : G ª B be homomorphisms which preser¨ e degree and such that2
a y1 s b y1 s y1. .  .
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãw x.  .  .Then F: G = G ª A m B defined by F g , g s a g m b g is a1 Z 2 1 2 1 22
homomorphism which preser¨ es degree.
Proof. Abstract nonsense.
 .1.4. THEOREM. i The product ) defines the structure of an abelian
group on the set of equi¨ alence classes of graded double co¨ers of G. This
 .group will be denoted GrCo¨ G .2
 .ii There is an exact sequence of abelian groups,
1 ª Co¨ G ª GrCo¨ G ª Hom G , Z ª 1 .  .  .2 2 2
 .and GrCo¨ G is of exponent 4.2
 .  .  .  .  .2iii The map s : Hom G, Z ª Co¨ G gi¨ en by s x s s x ,2 2
 .  .  .  .where s: Hom G, Z ª GrCo¨ G is a set-theoretic section of ii , does2 2
not depend on the choice of s and defines a group homomorphism.
Proof. To prove that the product is abelian, one checks that the map
Ã Ã Ã Ã ­  x 2 g 2 ..­  x1 g1..w x.  . w x.F: G )G ª G )G given by F g , g s y1 g , g1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
defines an equivalence. Associativity is proved in a similar way and the
details are left as an exercise.
 .It is easily seen that E s G = Z , e , where e: G ª Z is the trivial2 2
Ã Ã .  .homomorphism, satisfies E) G, x ( G, x , and thus we have an iden-
 .tity element in GrCo¨ G .2
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Ã Ãy1 .  .To construct an inverse of G, x one proceeds as follows. Let G , x
be the graded double cover defined by:
Ãy1 Ã}the underlying set of G is G;
Ãy1 ­  x  g ..­  x h.. .}the multiplication of G is g : h s y1 gh;
Ãy1 Ã}the projection of G is the projection of G.
It is a straightforward verification that the product g : h defines a group
Ãstructure of the set G. Thus the group of the graded double cover
Ã Ãy1 Ã Ãy1 .  .  .G, x ) G , x s G)G , e is given by
Ã Ãy1 Ãw x w xy1G)G s g , h : p g s p h s " g , g : g g G 4 .  .  4Ã ÃG G
Ã Ãy1 w x.  .with projection p " g, g s p g . Define C: G)G ª G =Ã Ã ÃG ) G Gy1
 4"1 by
n nw xC y1 g , g s p g , y1 . .  .  . .  .G
Then
m nw x w xC y1 g , g y1 h , h .  . .
mq n mqng h w xs C y1 gh , y1 g : h s C y1 gh , gh .  .  . . /
mq n m ns p gh , y1 s p g , y1 p h , y1 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .G G G
and so C is a group homomorphism which is evidently surjective and
injective. We also have
nw xp (C y1 g , g s p g and .  . .E G
nw xy1p y1 g , g s p g .  . .Ã ÃG ) G G
Ã Ãy1so that as graded covering spaces, G)G ( E and the result is proved.
Ã .  .  .To prove ii , one defines an inclusion Co¨ G ª GrCo¨ G by G ¬2 2
Ã Ã .  .  .  .G, e and a surjection GrCo¨ G ª Hom G, Z by G, x ¬ x . This2 2
Ã Ã .  .gives the exact sequence of the statement and since G, x ) G, x s
Ã Ã Ã 4 .  .  .G)G, e g Co¨ G is of order 2, it follows that G, x s E.2
 .1.4.1. Remark. The exact sequence Theorem 1.4 ii has a canonical
 .  .section s: Hom G, Z ª GrCo¨ G and a canonical retraction r :2 2
 .  .GrCo¨ G ª Co¨ G where2 2
Ã Ãs x s G = Z , x and r G, x s G, .  .  . .2
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but since these maps are not group homomorphisms, the sequence is not
in general split.
 .1.5. PROPOSITION. Let x g Hom G, Z and let Z ª Z be the non-2 4 2
tri¨ ial double co¨er of Z . Then2
s x s x*Z , . 4
 .where x*Z g Co¨ G is the fibre product of G with Z o¨er Z .4 2 4 2
 .  .  .  .Proof. By Theorem 1.4 iii , s x ( G = Z , x ) G = Z , x . The2 2
 .underlying group of s x is therefore the set of equivalence classes
g , z , g , w : g g G; z , w g Z 4 .  . 2
 w .  .x w .  .x.where g, z , g, w s g, yz , g, yw with multiplication
g g1g , z , g , w g , z , g , w s gg , zz , y1 gg , ww . .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .Define F: s x ª G = Z by4
’F g , z , g , w s g , zw x g , .  .  . /
 4  4where Z s 1, y1 and Z s 1, y1, i, yi are subsets of C, where the2 4 ’covering map Z ª Z is the square and where : Z ª Z is the map4 2 2 4
­ a. ­ b.’ ’ ’ ’ ’ .1 s 1, y1 s i, and satisfies ab s y1 a b . Then the map F
 .  . 24is a group isomorphism onto the set g, z g G = Z : x g s z , i.e.,4
onto x*Z .4
’  .Remark 1.5.1. The square root used here can be written x s g x, h ,R
 .  . y2 p i xwhere g x, h is the Weil factor of R and the character h x s eR ’ w x.see, for example, the appendix of R . The formula ab s
­ a.­ b.’ ’ . w xy1 a b above is then a special case of Theorem A4 in R .
 .EXAMPLE 1.5.2. If G s Z , then Cov Z ( Z and the non-trivial2 2 2 2
 .element is the covering Z ª Z . The elements of GrCo¨ G can then be4 2 2
 .  .  .  .represented by Z = Z , e , Z = Z , Id , Z , e , and Z , Id . By Propo-2 2 2 2 4 4
 .  .  .sition 1.5, Z , Id ) Z , Id ( Id*Z ( Z and thus GrCo¨ G ( Z . The4 4 4 4 2 4
 .fundamental exact sequence Theorem 1.4 ii is then not split and is
isomorphic to
1 ª Z ª Z ª Z ª 12 4 2
 .and the corresponding canonical section cf. Remark 1.4.1 is a square
root.
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1.6. The Group of x-Graded Double Co¨ers.
 .1.7. DEFINITION. Let x be an element of Hom G, Z . A x-graded2
Ã .double cover of G is a Z -graded double cover of the form G, x or2
Ã x .  .G, e . The group of all such is denoted GrCo¨ G .2
 .If x is non-trivial, from Theorem 1.4 ii we have an exact sequence
1 ª Co¨ G ªxGrCo¨ G ª x , x 2 ( Z ª 1. 4 .  .2 2 2
 . x  .1.8. PROPOSITION. i The group GrCo¨ G is isomorphic to the group2
 .whose underlying set is Co¨ G = Z and whose multiplication is2 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã ­  z .­ w .G, z H , w s GHd , zw , .  .  .
Ã Ã Ã . .  .  .where d s x*Z . Note that G, y1 G, y1 s d, 1 for any G g Co¨ G .4 2
 .ii The exact sequence
1 ª Co¨ G ªxGrCo¨ G ª Z ª 1. .  .2 2 2
is split if and only if x*Z is isomorphic to the tri¨ ial double co¨er.4
 .Proof. One checks easily there are 4 cases that the canonical section
 . x  .cf. Remark 1.4.1 s: Z ª GrCo¨ G and the canonical retraction r :2 2
x  .  .GrCo¨ G ª Co¨ G satisfy2 2
s zw s d­  z .­ w .s z s w and .  .  .
r ab s d­ p a ..­ p  b ..r a r b .  .  .
 .2  .using the fact that s y1 s d by Proposition 1.5 . The map f :
x  .  .  .   .  ..GrCo¨ G ª Co¨ G = Z given by f a s r a , p a defines a bi-2 2 2
jection and by transporting the group structure and using the above
 .  .identities, part i follows. Part ii is now immediate.
In the rest of this paper, we will be interested in the case where G is
 .  .O V, B , the group of isometries of a non-degenerate bilinear form V, B
 .  .over a field of characteristic / 2 , and x : O V, B ª Z is the determi-2
nant homomorphism.
 .1.9. COROLLARY. If V, B is a non-degenerate bilinear form o¨er a field
of characteristic / 2, then the exact sequence
1 ª Co¨ O V , B ªdetGrCo¨ O V , B ª Z y 1, .  . .  .2 2 2
is not split.
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Proof. The restriction of the double cover det*Z to a subgroup of4
 .O V, B generated by a hyperplane reflection is isomorphic to Z ª Z4 2
and therefore non-trivial.
2. CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS AND GRADED DOUBLE
COVERS OF ORTHOGONAL GROUPS
In this section we will be concerned with finite dimensional, non-degen-
 . erate inner product spaces V, B over certain fields k see the nextV
.  .paragraph for the precise specification . The group of isometries of V, BV
 .will be denoted by O V, B and the group of determinant-graded doubleV
det   ..covers by GrCo¨ O V as defined in Subsection 1.6. The aim will be to2
define a homomorphism from the Witt group of k to the group
det   ..  w xGrCo¨ O V and identify its image. Recall see Chapter 2 of L for2
.  .  .details that Witt k , the Witt group of k, is the quotient of Groth k , the
Grothendieck group of equivalence classes of non-degenerate quadratic
forms over k, by the additive subgroup generated by the hyperbolic plane
 2 2 2 .k , x y y . Throughout, we will refer to a det-graded double cover of
Ã .  .O V of the form G, det as odd, and to a det-graded double cover of
Ã .  .O V of the form G, e as even.
It is well known that one can construct non-trivial double covers of real
 w x.orthogonal groups using Clifford algebras cf. ABS . This construction
can be generalised to fields k satisfying the properties
2 2k*r k* ( Z and y1 f k* , ) .  .  .2
and only to fields satisfying these conditions as explained in the Appendix.
 .The real numbers R satisfy ) but also all real closed fields and the finite
 .  w x.fields F with q elements, where q s 3 mod 4 see L .q
 .Throughout this section the ground field k is supposed to satisfy ) .
Let us now recall the details of the above construction.
 .2.1. DEFINITION. Let X, B be a finite dimensional, inner product
 .space. The Clifford algebra C X, B is the quotient algebra of the tensor
 . mkalgebra T X s [ X by the two-sided ideal T generated by elements
 .of the form x m y q y m x y 2 B x, y I, where x, y g X are considered as
 . elements of T X of degree 1. It is a Z -graded algebra, where even resp.2
.  .  .odd elements are the images of even resp. odd elements in T X via the
natural projection.
 .  .One shows that the composition of natural maps X ª T X ª C X, B
is an injection and thus we can consider X as embedded in the Clifford
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 4algebra, which we will do from now on. If e , e ??? e is an orthonormal1 2 n
n  4basis of X, the 2 elements e . e ??? e form a basis ofi i i 1F i - ? ? ?- i F n1 2 k 1 k
 .  .C X, B and the rules of calculation are e e q e e s 2 B e , e .i j j i i j
The Clifford algebra has the following universal property: if A is a real,
associative algebra with identity, then any linear map f : X ª A such that
 .  .  .  .  .f x f y q f y f x s 2 B x, y 1 ; x, y g X extends to a unique algebra
Ä  .homomorphism f : C X, B ª A. This implies the
 w x.  .  .2.2. PROPOSITION cf. ABS . If X , B and X , B are non-degen-1 1 2 2
Ã .  . erate, inner product spaces then C X , B m C X , B ( C X [ X , B1 1 2 2 1 2 1
.[ B as Z -graded algebras.2 2
Proof. We apply the universal property to extend the isometries i :1
X ª X [ X and i : X ª X [ X to obtain graded algebra homomor-1 1 2 2 2 1 2
Ä Ä Ä Ã .  .  .phisms i : C X , B ª C X [ X , B [ B . Then i m i a m b sj j j 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ä Ä .  .i a i b is the required isomorphism.1 2
 .The Clifford algebra C X, B comes with some natural automorphisms
and antiautomorphisms and using them one can construct a non-trivial
 .double cover of O X, B .
 .  .2.3. DEFINITION. i The automorphism of T X given by x m x1 2
 .k??? m x ¬ y1 x m x ??? m x preserves the ideal T and so induces ank 1 2 k
 . g  .automorphism of C X, B , which will be denoted c ¬ c . Then C X, B
 .  .   . g4   .s C X, B [ C X, B s c g C X, B : c s c [ c g C X, B : c sq y
g4yc defines the Z -grading of the Clifford algebra.2
 .  .ii The antiautomorphism of T V given by x m x ??? m x ¬ x1 2 k k
m ??? x m x preserves the ideal T and so induces an antiautomorphism2 1
 . Tof C X, B , which will be denoted c ¬ c .
 .2.4. DEFINITIONrPROPOSITION. Let X, B be a finite dimensional,
 .non-degenerate inner product space and let C X, B be its Clifford algebra.
 .The group Pin X, B is defined as
Pin X , B s c g C X , B : c is in¨ertible, ccT s "1 and c g Xcy1 s X . 4 .  .
 .  .  . . g y1We define p : Pin X, B ª GL X by p c x s c xc .P in X , B . P in X , B .
Then the following hold:
 .  .  .i p c is an isometry of X, B .P in X , B .
 .  .  .  .ii The group Pin X, B is a disjoint union Pin X, B s Pin X, Bq
 .j Pin X, B wherey
Pin X , B s Pin X , B l C X , B . .  .  ." "
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  ..  .We ha¨e det p c s 1 iff c g Pin X, B . This defines a non-tri¨ ialP in X , B . q
 .Z -grading of Pin X, B .2
 .  .  .  .iii If x g X satisfies B x, x s "1, then x g Pin X, B and p xy
 .g O X, B is the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to x.
 .  .  .iv The map p : Pin X, B ª O X, B is a 2 to 1 co¨eringP in X , B .
 . y1  .map of O X, B and p 1 s "1.P in X , B .
 .  .   ..v E¨ery element of Pin X, B resp. Pin X, B is a product ofq y
 .  .an e¨en resp. odd number of x satisfying iii .
  ..Thus the group Pin X, B with the grading induced by its inclusion in
 .   . .C X, B is the odd graded double co¨er Pin X, B , det , which will be
«  .denoted Pin X, B .
 .  .  .  w xProof. Parts i , ii , and iii are true over any field the proofs in ABS
.for the case k s R do not use any special properties of R . The proofs of
w x  .  .ABS for parts iv and v in the case k s R depend on the fact that R
 .has the properties ) and therefore also apply here as explained in the
Appendix.
 .  .2.4.1. PROPOSITION. i Let V, B be a non-degenerate inner productV
 .space such that V contains two orthogonal ¨ectors ¨ , ¨ such that B ¨ , ¨1 2 1 1
 .  .  .s B ¨ , ¨ / 0. Then the double co¨er Pin V ª SO V is non-tri¨ ial2 2 q
  . .  .i.e., not isomorphic to SO V = Z as an ungraded double co¨er. A2
 .  .fortiori, the double co¨er Pin V ª O V is non-tri¨ ial.
 .  :  :.  :  :.ii The double co¨er Pin 1 H y1 ª O 1 H y1 is non-
tri¨ ial.
 .  :  :.  :  :.iii The double co¨er Pin 1 H y1 ª SO 1 H y1 isq
isomorphic to the tri¨ ial co¨er.
 .iv We ha¨e the following group isomorphisms:
 :  :Pin 1 ( Z = Z ; Pin 1 ( Z ; .  .2 2 q 2
 :  :Pin y1 ( Z ; Pin y1 ( Z . .  .4 q 2
 .  .  .Proof. i One can always suppose B ¨ , ¨ s B ¨ , ¨ s "1 since1 1 2 2
 .  H.  H.  .k satisfies the property ) . Let R ¨ , R ¨ g O V be the reflections1 2
in the hyperplanes orthogonal to ¨ and ¨ , respectively. The subgroup1 2
  H.  H.4  . Id , R ¨ R ¨ of SO V is covered by the subgroup 1, y1, ¨ ¨ ,V 1 2 1 2
4  .  .2y¨ ¨ of Pin V and since ¨ ¨ s y1, this is Z and the covering is1 2 q 1 2 4
non-trivial.
 .  .ii If ¨ is a vector such that B ¨ , ¨ s y1, the subgroup
  H.4  :  :. w 41d , R ¨ of O 1 H y1 is covered by the subgroup 1, y1, ¨ , y¨V
 :  :. 2of Pin 1 H y1 and since ¨ s y1, this is isomorphic to Z and the4
 :  :.  :  :.double cover Pin 1 H y1 ª O 1 H y1 is non-trivial.
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 .  .  .iii Choose two vectors e, i g V such that B e, e s B i, i s 0 and
1 2 2 .B e, i s so that in the Clifford algebra e s i s 0 and ei q ie s 1. It2
l 0 :  :.  . 4is easy to see that in this basis SO 1 H y1 s : l g k* . One0 1rl
 :  :.  :  :.verifies that the map Q: SO 1 H y1 ª Pin 1 H y1 givenq
by
l 0 1 1
1Q s le y i ye q i s lei q ie .  .  .0 ’ ’< < < <l l 0 0l
 :  :.is a homomorphism and section of the covering map Pin 1 H y1q
 :  :.ª SO 1 H y1 .
 .iv This is straightforward.
 .  w x.Remark 2.4.2. The group Spin X, B is defined see ABS, Sch by
 .  .  .  w x.Spin X, B s Pin X, B . If k satisfies ) , one shows as in ABS thatq
 .x g Spin X, B if and only if x is the product of an even number of vectors
of length "1.
With the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2 and using simplified notation so
 . .that C X [ X , B [ B becomes C, p becomes p , etc. , we1 2 1 2 P in X , B . 11 1
have the
 .2.5. LEMMA. i If p : Pin ¨ C are the natural inclusions, then F:j j j
« Ã « Ä Ä Ã .Pin = Pin ª C gi¨ en by F s i m i ( p m p is an injecti¨ e group1 Z 2 1 2 1 22
homomorphism, compatible with gradings.
« Ã « .  .ii The image F Pin = Pin is contained in Pin.1 Z 22
 .iii The following diagram of group homomorphisms commutes,
F« « 6ÃPin = Pin Pin1 Z 22
6 6
p =p p1 2
f 6
O = O O1 2
a 0 .  .  .where f : O = O ª O is the injection f a, b s g O s O X [ X .1 2 1 20 b
 .Proof. i This follows immediately from Proposition 1.3 and Proposi-
tion 2.2.
 .  .ii An element x g X such that B x , x s "1 can be consid-1 1 1 1 1
« Ã «w xered as an element of Pin . Then x , 1 g Pin = Pin and by definition1 1 1 Z 22
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 .cf. Proposition 2.2 ,
w xF x , 1 s i x g X [ X ; C. . .1 1 1 1 2
  .  ..  .  .2  .But B i x , i x s B x , x so that i x s "1 in C. Hence i x1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 . w x.g Pin by Proposition 2.4 ii . Similarly F 1, x g Pin for x g X such2 2 2
 .that B x , x s "1. The groups Pin are both generated by products of2 2 2 j
« Ã «unit vectors and therefore Pin = Pin is generated by products of1 Z 22w x w x. w x «elements of the form x , x . Hence F g, h g Pin for any g, h g Pin1 2 1
Ã «= Pin .Z 22
« Ã « . w xiii Consider again an element x , 1 g Pin = Pin where x g1 1 Z 2 12
 .  w x..   ..  .X such that B x , x s "1. Then p F x , 1 s p i x as in ii ;1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .   ..but i x is a B-unit vector in X [ X and so p i x is the reflection1 1 1 2 1 1
 .  .in the hyperplane B-orthogonal to i x by Proposition 2.4 ii . In other1 1
words,
w xp F x , 1 s f p x , Id . . . .  .1 1 1 X 2
Similarly for a unit vector x g X ,2 2
w xp F 1, x s f Id , p x . . . .  .2 X 2 21
Now let g g Pin be a product of unit vectors g s x y ??? z . Then1 1 1 1
w x w xp F g , 1 s p F x y ??? z , 1 . .  . .1 1 1
w x w xs p F x , 1 ??? z , 1 . .1 1
s f p x , Id ??? f p z , Id .  . .  .1 1 X 1 1 X2 2
s f p g , Id . . .1 X 2
Similarly for h g Pin ,2
w xp F 1, h s f Id , p h . . . .  .X 21
« Ã «w xHence for g, h g Pin = Pin ,1 Z 22
w xp F g , h . .
w x w x w x w xs p F g , 1 1, h s p F g , 1 s p F 1, h .  .  . .  
s f p g , Id f Id , p h s f p g , p h . .  .  .  . . .  .1 X X 2 1 22 1
Now let us fix a finite dimensional, non-degenerate inner product space
 .  .V, B and denote the orthogonal group O V, B by O. The aboveV
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remarks provided us with a non-trivial, odd graded double cover of O,
denoted by «Pin. We will now show how to obtain other graded double
covers of O from a generalisation of this construction.
 .Let W, B be a non-degenerate inner product space of arbitrary finiteW
 .dimension. Then V m W, B m B is a non-degenerate inner productV W
«  .space and by the above, we can construct Pin V m W, B m B , which isV W
 .an odd, graded double cover of O V m W, B m B . But the groupV W
 .O V m W, B m B contains O as the subgroup O m Id and so p :V W W
y1 .p O m Id ª O s O m Id is a double covering and the groupW W
y1 .. « p O m Id is naturally graded as a subgroup of Pin V m W, B mW V
. dim W B }the grading is just det . Here for brevity, p denotes theW
.covering map p . In the same way, the graded subgroupP inVmW , B mB .V Wy1  ..  .p Id m O W is a graded double cover of O W }the grading is justV
det dim V.
 y1 . dim W .2.6. DEFINITION. The graded, double cover p O m Id , detW
 .  .of O s O V, B will be denoted by Gr V, B , or more economi-V V W , B .W
 .cally by Gr V when there is no danger of confusion.W
 y1  .. dim V .  .The graded, double cover p Id m O W , det of O W, BV W
 .  .will be denoted by Gr W, B , or more economically by Gr WV , B . W VV
when there is no danger of confusion.
 .  .Remark 2.7. The graded double covers Gr V and Gr V areW W
 .isomorphic: the natural isomorphism of graded algebras C V m W (
 .C W m V restricts to the required isomorphism.
 .Remark 2.8. The underlying group of Gr V is clearly isomorphic toW
 .the fibre product O = Pin V m W .OVmW .
The following result will be the main tool used in identifying the graded
 .double covers Gr V .W
 .  .2.9. THEOREM. If W , B and W , B are non-degenerate, inner prod-1 1 2 2
uct spaces of finite dimension, then
Gr V , B ( Gr V , B )Gr V , B . .  .  . .  .W [W , B [B W , B W , BV V V1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .Thus, the map W ¬ Gr V defines a homomorphism Gr V : Groth kW ?
det   ..ª GrCo¨ O V from the Grothendieck group of quadratic spaces to the2
det   ..group of determinant-graded double co¨ers GrCo¨ O V .2
Proof. We will use abbreviated notation whenever the meaning is clear.
Applying Proposition 2.5 with X s V m W , we have the commutativej j
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diagram
F« « 6Ã .  .Pin V m W = Pin V m W Pin V m W [ W . .1 Z 2 1 22
6 6
p =p p1 2
f 6 .  .O V m W = O V m W O V m W [ W . .1 2 1 2
By definition,
y1Gr )Gr s p = p g m Id , g m Id : g g O V .  . 4 . /W W 1 2 W W1 2 1 2
y1 .and Gr s p O m Id . Thus to prove the theorem, we justW [W W [W1 2 1 2
have to verify that
f g m Id , g m Id : g g O V s O m Id , . 4 . /W W W [W1 2 1 2
which is true by definition.
Any non-degenerate inner product space is isomorphic to a direct sum
of one dimensional inner product spaces so that, by induction, the identifi-
 .cation of Gr V, B is now reduced to the case where dim W s 1.V W , BW
 .2.10. EXAMPLE. If we take for W, B a 1-dimensional, inner productW
 .  . «  .space of signature 1, 0 , then Gr V, B ( Pin V, B . This is be-V W , B VW
 .cause the linear isomorphism ¨ ¬ ¨ m e where e is any unit vector in W
 .  . extends to a graded algebra isomorphism C V, B ( C V m W, B mV V
.  .B by the universal property of C V, B . This extended map restricts toW V
 .  .a graded isomorphism Pin V, B ( Gr V, B .V V W , BW
 .2.11. EXAMPLE. If we take for W, B a 1-dimensional inner productW
 .  .space of signature 0, 1 , then the odd graded double cover Gr V, BV W , BW«  . ( Pin V, yB . This is because the linear isomorphism ¨ ¬ ¨ m e whereV
.  .e is any unit vector in W extends to a graded algebra isomorphism
 .  .C V , yB ( C V m W, B m B by the universal property ofV V W
 .C V, yB . This extended map restricts to a graded isomorphismV
 .  .Pin V, yB ( Gr V, B .V V W , BW
w x  .As pointed out in, for example, K , the groups Pin V, B andV
 .Pin V, yB may or may not be isomorphic. However, viewed as oddV
graded double covers they are inverses with respect to the multipli-
cation ).
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«  . «  .2.12. PROPOSITION. Pin V, B ) Pin V, yB ( E.V V
Proof. This is a consequence of the following proposition of Karoubi:
 w x.  .  .  .2.12.1. LEMMA cf. K . The map u : T V ª T V gi¨ en by u x s
1 r  ry1. r2 .  .y1 x if x g T V , factors to gi¨ e a graded, linear isomorphism Q:
 .  .  .  .cd  .  .C V, B ª C V, yB such that Q cd s y1 Q c Q d and such thatV V
Q is the identity on V.
Since Q maps unit vectors to unit vectors, it maps products of unit
vectors to products of unit vectors and therefore by Proposition 2.4, Q
 .  .maps Pin V, B bijectively onto Pin V, yB . For e g V such thatV V
 .  .  .B e, e s "1, we have p (Q e s p e because bothV P inV , yB . P inV , B .V V
are equal to reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to e by Proposition
 .  .  .2.4. Hence p (Q g s p g ;g g Pin V, B since g gP inV , yB . P inV , B . VV V
 .  .Pin V, B is a product of unit vectors Proposition 2.4 and Q is aV
homomorphism up to sign by the lemma. Thus, comparing with the
«  .y1definition of Pin V, B given in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we see thatV
«  .the odd graded covering space Pin V , yB is isomorphic toV
« y1 .Pin V, B .V
 .  . det   ..One can now identify the image of Gr V : Groth k ª GrCo¨ O V :? 2
 .2.13. COROLLARY. Let W, B be a non-degenerate inner product spaceW
 :  :o¨er k such that W ( r 1 H s y1 . Then:
 .i We ha¨e the following isomorphisms of graded double co¨ers of
 .O V :
Gr V ( O V = Z if r y s s 0 mod 4 . .  .  .W 2
«Gr V ( Pin V , B if r y s s 1 mod 4 . .  .  .W V
Gr V ( det*Z if r y s s 2 mod 4 . .  .W 4
«Gr V ( Pin V , yB if r y s s 3 mod 4 . .  .  .W V
 .  .  .ii The image of the homomorphism Gr V : Groth k ª?
det   .. «  .GrCo¨ O V is the subgroup generated by Pin V, B and is isomorphic2 V
to Z .4
Proof. By repeated application of Theorems 2.9 to 2.12, one has
rys«Gr V ( Pin V , B . .  .W V
«  .4Since Pin V, B ( E by Theorem 1.4, this depends only on r y sV
 .  .  .mod 4 . Part i now follows from Example 2.10 if r y s s 1 mod 4 , from
 .Example 2.11 if r y s s 3 mod 4 , and from Proposition 1.5 if r y s s 2
 .mod 4 .
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 .  . det   ..The image of the homomorphism Gr V : Groth k ª GrCo¨ O V? 2
«  .is clearly generated by Pin V, B and is isomorphic to Z since byV 4
«  .2Proposition 1.5 and Corollary 1.9, Pin V, B ( det*Z is not the trivialV 4
 .double cover O V, B = Z .V 2
 .  .2.14. COROLLARY. The homomorphism Gr V : Groth k ª?
det   ..  .  .GrCo¨ O V factors through a homomorphism Gr V : Witt k ª2 ?
det   .. det   ..GrCo¨ O V from the Witt group of k to GrCo¨ O V .2 2
 w x.Proof. By definition see Chapter 2 in L , the Witt group is the
quotient of the Grothendieck group of quadratic forms over k by the
 .additive subgroup generated by the class of H, the 2-dimensional inner
 .  .product space of signature 1, 1 . By Proposition 2.12 i with r y s s 1 y
 . det   ..1 s 0, Gr V is the identity element in GrCo¨ O V and the resultH 2
follows.
 .2.15. Remark. As shown in the Appendix, Witt k ( Z if y1 is not a
 .sum of squares in k and Witt k ( Z if it is.4
 .3. HOWE DUAL PAIRS IN Pin V m W
Let V and W be finite dimensional, real, non-degenerate inner product
  .  ..  .spaces. The pair of subgroups O V m Id , Id m O W in O V m W isW V
 w x.an example of a dual pair in the sense of R. Howe cf. H1, H2 , i.e., each
 .  .subgroup is the commutant of the other in O V m W . The groups Gr V W
 .  .and Gr W are by definition cf. Definition 2.6 the inverse images inV
 .  .  .Pin V m W of O V m Id and Id m O W , respectively, under theW V
 .  .double covering map p : Pin V m W ª O V m W . In this section we
 .investigate to what extent they are mutual commutants in Pin V m W .
Throughout this section, the ground field k is supposed to satisfy the
 .property ) of Section 2.
Let us first collect some properties of orthogonal orthogonal groups
over k which we shall need. In the following proposition, V is a non-de-
 .   . 4generate inner product space over k, SO V s g g O V : det g s 1 and
c   . 4  .G s f g End V : fg s gf ;g g G this is a k-algebra .
 .  .c  :3.0. PROPOSITION. i O V s kId except if k s F and V ( 1 H3
 :y 1 .
 .  :  :  .ii If k s F and V ( 1 H y1 , then O V is abelian, isomor-3
 .  4  .phic to Z = Z , and SO V s "Id . As a O V -representation, V is the2 2
 .csum of two non-tri¨ ial, irreducible, non-isomorphic representations and O V
( k = k.
 .  .ciii If dim V / 2, then SO V s kId.
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 .  .  :  :.civ If dim V s 2, then SO V is abelian. We ha¨e SO 1 H 1 (
c’ .  .  :  :.k y1 always and SO 1 H y1 ( k = k if k \ F .3
Proof. Exercise.
This has the following immediate corollaries in which V, W are non-de-
 .  .  .  .generate inner product spaces over k, SO V , O V , SO W , and O W
 .are considered as subgroups of O V m W , and G9 denotes the commu-
 . .tant in O V m W of a subgroup G :
3.1. COROLLARY. Suppose k / F . Then we ha¨e the following identities3
together with those obtained by interchanging V and W in the statements.
 .  .  .i O V 9 s O W .
 .  .  .ii If dim V / 2, then SO V 9 s O W .
 .  :  :iii If V ( 1 H y1 , let V s L [ L* be the decomposition as a
sum of isotropic subspaces so that V m W s L m W [ L* m W. We set
 .  ty1  .4GL W s Id m g q Id m g : g g GL W . This is a subgroup ofd L L*
 .  .O V m W isomorphic to GL W . Then
SO V 9 s GL W and GL W 9 s SO V . .  .  .  .d d
 .  :  :iv If V ( 1 H 1 , let J be one of the two isometric complex
 .   .structures on V, let J s J m Id , and let U V m W s f g O V m W :V W JV
4fJ s J f . ThenV V
SO V 9 s U V m W and U V m W 9 s SO V . .  .  .  .J JV V
We impose the condition k / F only to get a uniform statement. The3
calculation of commutants if k s F presents no difficulty but the statement of3
.the results is rather cumbersome.
3.2. COROLLARY. The following pairs of subgroups together with those
. obtained by interchanging V and W in the statements are dual pairs i.e.,
.  .mutual commutants in O V m W if k / F :3
 .   .  ..i O V , O W .
 .   .  ..  :  :ii SO V , U V m W if V ( 1 H 1 .JV
 .   .  ..  :  :iii SO V , GL W if V ( 1 H y1 .d
 .The next lemma is a generalisation of Proposition 2.4 iii :
 .   . .3.3. LEMMA. i Let ¨ g V be a unit ¨ector i.e., B ¨ , ¨ s "1 , letV
 H. HR ¨ g O be reflection in the hyperplane ¨ , and let w , w ??? w be1 2 dim W
Ä H .an orthonormal basis of W. Then the element R ¨ s ¨ m w . ¨ m w ??? ¨1 2
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 .  .m w of the Clifford algebra C V m W, B m B is in Gr V anddim W V W W
 .  H.p ¨ m w . ¨ m w ??? ¨ m w s R ¨ m Id . E¨ery element of1 2 dim W W
 .Gr V is a product of such elements.W
 .  .  .ii If x g Gr V and y g Gr W , thenW V
 .dim V dim Wq1 ­ x­ yxy s y1 yx , .
 .  .   ..  . where ­ x resp. ­ y is zero if p x resp. p y is in SO V m Id resp.W
 ..Id m SO W and equals 1 otherwise.V
 .Proof. i Each ¨ m w is a unit vector in V m W and thereforei
 .  .belongs to Pin V m W by Proposition 2.4 iii . Hence their product is in
 .Pin V m W .
 .  .By Proposition 2.4 iii , p ¨ m w is reflection in the hyperplane B mi V
B -orthogonal to ¨ m w and taking the product we get p ¨ m w . ¨ m wW i 1 2
.  H.??? ¨ m w s R ¨ m Id .dim W W
 .Every element of Gr V is a product of such elements since everyW
 .g g O V is a product of reflections.
 .  .  .ii By part i , every element of the group Gr V is a product ofW
Ä H .elements of the form R ¨ s ¨ m w . ¨ m w ??? ¨ m w , where ¨ g1 2 dim W
V is a unit vector and w , w , . . . w is an orthonormal basis of W.1 2 dim W
 .Similarly, every element of the group Gr W is a product of elements ofV
Ä H .the form R w s ¨ m w . ¨ m w ??? ¨ m w, where w g W is a unit1 2 dim V
vector and ¨ , ¨ , ??? ¨ is an orthonormal basis of V. Thus to prove1 2 dim V
 .part ii it is sufficient to prove that
dim V dim WH H H HÄ Ä Ä ÄR ¨ R w s y y1 R w R ¨ .  .  .  .  .
 .  .for all ¨ g V, w g W such that B ¨ , ¨ s "1, B w, w s "1.V W
Given unit vectors ¨ g V and w g W, choose orthonormal bases ¨ s
¨ , ¨ , ??? ¨ and w s w , w , ??? w of V and W, respectively. Then1 2 dim V 1 2 dim W
 4¨ m w is an orthonormal basis of V m W and so in the Clifford algebrai j
 .C V m W , we have
¨ m w . ¨ m w q ¨ m w . ¨ m w s 2 B ¨ , ¨ B w , w . .  .i j k l k l i j V i k W j l
Hence
Ä H Ä HR ¨ R w .  .
s ¨ m w . ¨ m w ??? ¨ m w ¨ m w . ¨ m w ??? ¨ m w1 1 1 2 1 dim W 1 1 2 1 dim V 1
dim V dim Ws y y1 ¨ m w . ¨ m w ??? ¨ m w ¨ m w . ¨ . 1 1 2 1 dim V 1 1 1 1
m w ??? ¨ m w2 1 dim W
dim V dim W H HÄ Äs y y1 R w R ¨ . .  .  .
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 .  .3.4. THEOREM. Let V, B , W, B be finite dimensional, non-V W
 .degenerate, inner product spaces o¨er k / F . For bre¨ity, we write Gr V3
  ..  .   ..  .resp. Gr W for the subgroup Gr V resp. Gr W of Pin V m W . LetW V
0 . y1  .. 0 .Gr W be the group p Id m SO W and Gr V be the groupV
y1  . .  .p SO V m Id . If G is a subgroup of Pin V m W , G9 will denote itsW
 .commutant in Pin V m W .
Then the following identities hold together with those obtained by inter-
.changing V and W in the statements .
 .  .  .i If dim V and dim W are odd, then Gr V 9 s Gr W .
 .  . 0 .ii If either dim V or dim W is e¨en, then Gr V 9 s Gr W .
 . 0 .  .iii If dim V / 2, then Gr V 9 s Gr W .
 .  :  : 0 . y1  ..iv If V ( 1 H y 1 , then Gr V 9 s p GL W andd
y1  .. 0 .p GL W 9 s Gr V .d
 .  :  : 0 . y1  ..v If V ( 1 H 1 , then Gr V 9 s p U V m W andJVy1  .. 0 .p U V m W 9 s Gr V .JV
 .  .  .Proof. Parts i , ii , and iii are all proved in the same way. Let us
 .  .prove part iii as an example. By Lemma 3.3 ii , xy s yx if ­ x s 0 and
 . 0 . 0 .  .  .  .hence Gr W : Gr V 9. If z g Gr V 9, then p z g SO V 9 s O W
 .  . 0 .  .by Corollary 3.1 ii . Hence z g Gr W and so Gr V 9 : Gr W .
 .  .To prove parts iv and v we use well-known representations of the
 .Clifford algebra C V m W as endomorphism algebras.
 .  .Proof of iv . Let V, B be a two dimensional inner product spaceV
 :  :  .such that V ( 1 H y1 and let W, B be an n-dimensional non-de-W
 .generate inner product space over k of signature r, s . Choose basis
 .  .  .vectors E and I of V such that B E, E s B I, I s 0 and B E, IV V V
1s . In this basis2
¡ ¦ ¡ ¦l 0 0 l~ ¥ ~ ¥1 1O V s : l g k* j : l g k* and . 0 0¢ § ¢ § 0  0l l
¡ ¦l 0~ ¥1SO V s : l g k* . . 0¢ § 0l
 4If w , w ??? w is an orthogonal basis of unit vectors of W, then,1 2 n
writing E for E m w and I for I m w considered as elements ofa a a a
 .C V m W , we have the relations
E E q E E s I I q I I s 0 anda b b a a b b a
E I q I E s d B w , w . .a b b a a , b W a b
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 .Now let L W be the exterior algebra over W and define a linear map c:
  ..V m W ª End L W by
c e m w s s e s and c i m w s s i s , .  .  .  .  .  .w w
 .  .  .where e s s w n s and i : L W ª L W is the interior productw w
 .  .along w, that is, the unique anti-derivation such that i w9 s B w9, ww W
1 .  .2  .if w9 g L W s W. It is easily checked that c x s B x, x Id and soVmW
 .   ..c extends to an algebra homomorphism c: C V m W ª End L W ,
which is in fact an isomorphism is as well known.
 .   ..Via the isomorphism c: C V m W ª End L W , the antiautomor-
T  .  .phism x ¬ x of C V m W cf. Definition 2.1 defines an antiautomor-
  .. T T Tphism of End L W , also denoted x ¬ x , such that e s e and i s i .a a a a
 .  .Therefore there exists a non-degenerate bilinear form I: L W = L W
 .ª k unique up to scalar multiplication such that
I x s , h s I s , xT h ; x g End L W , ;s , h g L W . .  .  .  . .  . .
 p . q ..This bilinear form satisfies I L W , L W s 0 if p q q / n since then,
 4   .  ..taking a f i , ??? i , j , ??? j , we have I e e ??? e 1 , e e ??? e 1 s1 p 1 q i i i j i j1 2 p 1 2 q
 .  .  .  ..  .  . pB w , w I e i q i e e ??? e 1 , e ??? e 1 s B w , w I y1 e ea a a a a a i i j j a a a i1 p 1 q 1
 .  ..  .   .  ..??? e i 1 , e ??? e 1 q B w , w I e e ??? e 1 , i e ??? e 1 s 0 us-i a j j a a a i i a j jp 1 q 1 p 1 q
 .  .ing i 1 s 0 and i e s ye i if a / b. Similarly, one shows that I s , ha a b b a
1 nny1. p nyp2 .  . <s y1 I h, s and that I L = L is non-degenerate.
y1  ..  . We claim that the double cover p GL W of GL W in Pin V md d
.  .  .W is isomorphic to GL W = Z . To prove this define a : GL W = Z2 2
  ..ª End L W by
1
a g , z s z L g , 1 .  .  .1r2< <det g
 .   ..where L: GL W ª End L W is the usual exterior algebra representa-
tion.
 .  .3.4.1. LEMMA. For w g W and for g, z g GL W = Z ,2
i a g , z e s e a g , z , ii a g , z i s i ty 1 a g , z , .  .  .  .  .  .w g w . w g w .
det gTand iii a g , z a g , z s . .  .  .
< <det g
Proof. The first two equalities are immediate consequences of the fact
 .  .that L g is an automorphism of the exterior algebra L W .
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 .  . p .  . p .To prove iii , choose e ??? e 1 g L W and e ??? e 1 g L Wi i j j1 p 1 q
with p q q s n. Then
TI a g , z a g , z e ??? e 1 , e ??? e 1 .  .  .  . /i i j j1 p 1 q
s I a g , z e ??? e 1 , a g , z e ??? e 1 .  .  .  . .i i j j1 p 1 q
1
s I L g e ??? e 1 , L g e ??? e 1 .  .  .  . .i i j j1 p 1 q< <det g
1
s I e ??? e 1 , e ??? e 1 .  . /g w . g w . g w . g w .i i j j1 p 1 q< <det g
1
s I 1, e ??? e e ??? e 1 . /g w . g w . g w . g w .i i j jp 1 1 q< <det g
1
s I 1, det ge ??? e 1 . .i jp q< <det g
det g
s I e ??? e 1 , e ??? e 1 . .  . .i i j j1 p 1 q< <det g
< p . ny p .Since I L W = L W is non-degenerate it follows that
T .  . < <a g, z a g, z s det grdet g .
 . ty1  .  .Now for g g GL W set g s Id m g q Id m g g GL W . By id L L* d
 .and ii of the lemma,
y1
a g , z e a g , z s e and .  . .w g w .
y1
ty 1a g , z i a g , z s i , .  . .w g w .
 y1  ...  .which is equivalent to p c a g, z s g . By iii of the lemma,d
y1  .  . < < y1c ( a g, z g Pin V m W since det grdet g s "1 and hence c ( a :
 . y1  ..GL W = Z ª p GL W is an isomorphism. This proves the claim.2 d
 .  . 4The centre of GL W = Z is lId, z : l g k*, z g Z . By Lemma2 2
 .  y1  .. .  y1  ..3.4.1 i , p c ( a lId, z E m w s lE m w and p c ( a lId, z Ia a
y1 l 0.  .   ..  .  .mw s 1rl I m w and hence p c ( a lId, z s g SO V .0 1rla a
y1  .Thus c ( a maps the centre of GL W = Z isomorphically onto2
0 .  0 .. y1  ..Gr V . It then follows that Gr V , p GL W is a dual pair ind
 .  .  .Pin V m W since the image of this pair by p : Pin V m W ª O V m W
  .  ..  .  .is the dual pair SO V , GL W in O V m W , and Theorem 3.4 iv isd
proved.
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 .  .Remark 3.4.2. By Corollary 2.13, Gr V is isomorphic to O V = Z ,2
 .  .Pin V, B , det*Z or Pin V, yB , respectively according to whetherV 4 V
 .r y s s 0, 1, 2, or 3 mod 4 , respectively. This can be seen explicitly as
0 1 .  .  .follows. The group O V is generated by SO V and subject to the
1 0
0 1 0 1 y1 y1 .  .  .relations x s x . Calculation shows that t g Pin V m W1 0 1 0
given by
t s yE q I yE q I ??? yE q I , .  .  .1 1 2 2 n n
0 1 T nqs .  .  .covers g O V and satisfies tt s y1 ,1 0
1  . .rys rysq12 2t s y1 1 .  .
and
n
l
y1 y1 0t xt s x where x g Gr V . 2 .  .Ä Ä Ä . /< <l
 .  . 0 .The group Gr V is then the subgroup of C V m W generated by Gr V
 .  .and t subject to the relations 1 and 2 which only depend on r y s
 . 0 .mod 4 . Note further that the element t commutes with Gr W and
y1  .  .therefore c(t (c commutes with the action of SO W = Z in L W .2
 . y1 p . nyp .The relation 2 implies that c(t (c maps L W to L W and thus
is proportional to the Hodge star operator on these spaces; the constant of
proportionality, however, depends on p.
 .Proof of v . Let us first introduce some notation and recall one
’ .elementary fact. We set k s k y 1 and if X is a k-vector space we setc
Ä 2 2 .  . X s X m k . If k satisfies ) , the group U 1 s a q ib g k : a q bc k c k c
4  . s "1 is a non-trivial double covering group of the group U 1 s a qk
2 2 Ä4  .  .ib g k : a q b s 1 , where the covering map U 1 ª U 1 is thec k k
square.
 .If Y is a hermitian vector space over k and if U Y is the associatedc
Ä .  .unitary group, we denote U Y the double covering group of U Y defined
Ä Ä Ä 2 .  .  .  .  .  . 4by U Y s det *U 1 s u, z g U Y = U 1 : det u s z . Thisc k k c
Ä Ä .  .group comes with a natural homomorphism det : U Y ª U 1 given by’ c k
 .det u, z s z, where det is the k -valued determinant.’ c c c
 :  :Now let V s 1 H 1 and W be an n-dimensional non-degenerate
 .inner product space over k of signature r, s . Let J be one of the two
 2  ..isometric complex structures of V i.e., J s yId and J g O V and
 .  4choose e g V such that B e, e s 1. Then e, Je is an orthonormal basisV
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of V and in this basis
a yb 2 2O V s : a , b g k , a q b s 1 .  5 /b a
a b 2 2j : a , b g k , a q b s 1 5 /b ya
and
SO V s a q b J : a , b g k , a 2 q b 2 s 1 . 4 .
 4If w , w ??? w is an orthogonal basis of unit vectors in W, we set1 2 n
1 1 .  .Z s e m w y iJe m w and Z s e m w q iJe m w and then thesea a a a a a2 2
 .vectors form a basis of V m W over k . We have the following relationsc c
 . .in the complex Clifford algebra C V m W :c
Z Z q Z Z s Z Z q Z Z s 0 anda b b a a b b a
Z Z q Z Z s d B w , w . .a b b a a , b W a b
 .Now let L W be the exterior algebra of W . Define a k -linear map c:c c c
 .   .V m W ª End L W byc c
c Z s s e s and c Z s s i s , .  .  .  .  . .a a a a
 .  .  .where e s s w n s and i : L W ª L W is the interior producta a a c c
 .  .along w , that is, the unique anti-derivation such that i w9 s B w9, wa w W
1 .  .2  .if w9 g L W s W . It is easily checked that c x s B x, x Id andc c VmW .
 .   ..so c extends to an algebra homomorphism c: C V m W ª End L W ,c c
which is in fact an isomorphism of k -algebras.c
y1  ..  .We claim that the double cover p U V m W of U V m W inJ JV VÄ .  .Pin V m W is isomorphic to U V m W . First identify V m W with WJ cV
by mapping e m w to w and Je m w to iw. By transport of structure this
 .  .defines a map u ¬ u which identifies U W with u V m W .d c JVÄ .   ..Define r : U W ª End L W byc c
1
r u s L u , .  .Ä Ä
det u’ Äc
Ä .   ..where L: U W ª End L W is the composition of the covering mapc c
 .with the usual exterior algebra representation of U W .c
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 .The following lemma implies Theorem 3.4 v just as Lemma 3.4.1
 .implies Theorem 3.4 iv . We leave the details to the reader.
Ä .  .3.4.3. LEMMA. For w g W and for u s u, z g U W ,Äc c
i r u e s e r u , ii r u i s i ty 1 r u , and .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Äw uw . w u w .
Tiii r u r u s 1. .  .  .Ä Ä
3.5. COROLLARY. With the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4, the following pairs
of subgroups together with those obtained by interchanging V and W in the
.  .statements are dual in Pin V m W :
 .   .  ..i Gr V , Gr W if dim V and dim W are both odd.
 .  0 .  ..ii Gr V , Gr W if either dim V or dim W is e¨en and dim V / 2.
 .  0 . y1  ...  :  :iii Gr V , p GL W if V ( 1 H y1 .d
 .  0 . y1  ...  :  :iv Gr V , p U W if V ( 1 H 1 .JV
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.4.
Using Corollary 2.13, one can now identify the groups appearing in these
dual pairs. There are only 4 possibilities for the underlying group of
 .  .Gr V s Gr V ,W
O V = Z , Pin V , B , det*Z , and Pin V , yB .  .  .2 V 4 V
0 . 0 .and 4 possibilities for the underlying group of Gr V s Gr V ,W
SO V = Z , Pin V , B , det*Z , and .  .  .2 q V 4 q
Pin V , yB .q V
 .  .depending on whether the signature of W, B is 0, 1, 2, or 3 mod 4 ,W
 .respectively. There may be some coincidences as groups in these two
 .  .  .  .lists, for instance SO V = Z ( det* Z obvious and Pin V, B (2 4 q q V
 .  .Pin V, yB by Lemma 2.12.1 .q V
y1  ..  . y1  ..As shown above, p GL W ( GL W = Z and p U W isd d 2 JV
 .the non-trivial double cover of U W obtained by ``taking the square rootJV
of the determinant.''
4. HOWE CORRESPONDENCES FOR pinc
REPRESENTATIONS
The purpose of this section is to show that if k s R, the ``pin ''c
 .representation of Pin V m W sets up a Howe correspondence for the
dual pairs of Corollary 3.5. This will be a more or less direct consequence
w xof Theorem 4.3.4.2 in H4 . Let us recall the relevant definitions.
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 .  .4.0. DEFINITION. Let r : A ª GL X and r : B ª GL X be repre-A B
sentations of the groups A and B in the complex vector space X such that
 .  .r A and r B commute. Then X is said to set up a Howe correspon-A B
 .dence for A, B if there is an A = B-module isomorphism
X ( R m S ,[ i i
igI
 .where the R resp. S are distinct irreducible complex representations ofi i
 .A resp. B .
 .Remark 4.0.1. It is easily verified that the irreducible O V m W repre-
 .sentation V m W m C sets up a Howe correspondence for the dual pairs
of Corollary 3.2.
If B is a real, non-degenerate bilinear from on X then it is well known
 .  .that if dim X is even the complex Clifford algebra C X s C X , B isc c c
 .simple and that if dim X is odd, C X s I [ I , where I and I are itsc 1 2 1 2
 .  .two two-sided simple ideals. Let p : C X ª I be the projections in thei c i
 .latter case. For future reference we note that the restrictions p : C Xi cq
ª I are isomorphisms.i
 .4.1. DEFINITION. Let X, B be a real non-degenerate inner productX
space.
 .i If dim X s 2m, a pin structure on X is the choice of ac
2 m-dimensional complex vector space S and an algebra isomorphism r :
 .  .  .  .C X ( End S . The restriction of this isomorphism to Pin X : C Xc c
 . is the pin representation of Pin X . It is well known that S is anc
 . .irreducible representation of Pin X .
 .ii If dim X s 2m q 1, a pin structure on X is the choice of a pairc
m  .of 2 -dimensional complex vector spaces S , S and an algebra isomor-1 2
 .  .  .phism C X ( End S [ End S . The restrictions of the projections r :c 1 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .C X ª End S and r : C X ª End S to Pin X are the pinc 1 2 c 2 c
 . representations of Pin X . It is well known that S and S are distinct1 2
 . .irreducible representations of Pin X .
4.1.1. Remark. The pin representations are often called ``spinor''c
 .representations of Pin X . The reason for the slightly different terminol-
 .  .ogy here is that if M, g is an oriented Riemannian manifold and C M c
is the complex Clifford algebra bundle over M, the existence of global
 .  .complex vector bundles such that C M ( End S when dim M is even orc
 .  .  .such that C M ( End S [ End S when dim M is odd, is equivalentc 1 2
to the existence of a global ``spin '' structure in the sense of differentialc
geometry.
 .4.2. THEOREM. A pin representation of Pin V m W sets up a Howec
correspondence for the dual pairs of Corollary 3.5.
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Proof. One uses the explicit pin structures given in the proofs ofc
 .  .Corollary 3.5 iii and iv to prove this for the corresponding dual pairs.
k .  .  k .The point is that the L W in Corollary 3.5 iii resp. L W in Corollaryc
 .. y1  .. 3.5 iv are distinct irreducible representations of p GL W resp.d
y1  ..p U V m W and also of their centres.JV
 .  .For the dual pairs of Corollary 3.5 i and ii we need the following
 w x.lemma which in Howe's terminology cf. H4 is a ``double commutant''
w xversion of Theorem 4.3.4.2 in H4 .
4.2.1. LEMMA. Let V and W be real non-degenerate inner product spaces
 .  . and let r : Pin V m W ª End S be a pin -representation. If p : Pin V mc
.  .  . y1W ª O V m W is the double co¨ering map, let Gr W s p Id mV
 .. 0 . y1  . .O W and Gr V s p SO V m Id . Then the commutant ofW
  ..  .  0 ..r Gr W in End S is generated as an associati¨ e algebra by r# gr V ,
0 . 0 .where gr V is the Lie algebra of Gr V .
 .  .Proof. Since the action of Gr W by conjugation factors through O W ,
 .G r W .  .OW . w xwe have C V m W s C V m W ; by 4.3.4.2 in H4 , the algebrac c
 .OW .  . 0 . C V m W is generated by so V s gr V and in particular, C V mc c
.G r W .  .G r W . 0 .  .W s C V m W since gr V : C V m W .cq cq
 .  .If dim V m W is even, r : C V m W ( End S is an algebra isomor-c
phism and the lemma follows.
 .  .If dim V m W is odd, r : C V m W ª End S restricts to an algebrac
 .  . isomorphism r : C V m W ( End S and therefore maps C V mcq cq
G r W . r G r W ..  .W isomorphically onto End S .
w xNow according to Howe H4 , a ``double commutant'' theorem like this
  . .implies a ``duality'' theorem for a dual pair Gr W , G acting in S if the
0 .Lie algebra of the group G is gr V . This proves the theorem for the dual
 .  .  .pairs of Corollary 3.5 i and ii since the Lie algebra of either Gr V or
0 0 .  .Gr V is gr V .
 .Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 can be false for other fields satisfying ) .
 .For instance if k is a finite field with q elements and q s 3 mod 4 ,
qy1  .  .l s 1 for all l g k; then, as in Theorem 3.4 iv , l, z in the centre of
y1  ..  .  p < < n r2 .p GL W ( GL W = Z acts as multiplication by z l r l ond 2
p . p . pqqy1 .L W . In particular, L W and L W are isomorphic representa-
0 . y1  ..tions of Gr V but non-isomorphic representations of p GL W .d
APPENDIX
It is well known that one can construct non-trivial double covers of real
 w x.orthogonal groups using Clifford algebras cf. ABS, K, L . The same
recipe applied to an orthogonal group over an arbitrary field fails unless
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the field satisfies certain conditions. In this appendix we show that these
 .conditions are precisely the condition ) of Section 2 and calculate the
 .Witt group for fields satisfying ) .
 w x.  .A.1. DEFINITION see ABS, K, Sch . Let X, B be a finite dimen-
 .sional, non-degenerate inner product space over a field k and let C X, B
 .be its Clifford algebra. The Clifford group G X, B is defined as
G X , B s c g C X , B : c is invertible and c g Xcy1 s X . 4 .  .
The main properties of this group are summarised in the following
 w x.  .  .  .A.2. PROPOSITION cf. ABS, Sch . i If c g G X, B , then p c isX , B
 . . g y1an isometry of X, where p c x s c xc ; there is an exact sequenceX , B
pX , B 61 ª k* ª G X , B O X , B ª 1. .  .
 .  .  .  .ii If x g X satisfies B x, x / 0, then x g G X, B and p x isy X , B
 .the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to x. E¨ery element of G X, Bq
  ..  .resp. G X, B is a product of an e¨en resp. odd number of such x.y
 .   . TThus, by DefinitionrProposition 2.4, Pin X, B s c g G X, B : cc s
4"1 .
 .  .If k s R, the map p : Pin X, B ª O X, B is a double coveringX , B
 w x.map cf. ABS but this is not true in general:
 . y1  .  .  4A.3. COROLLARY. i p 1 l Pin X, B s 1, y1 if and only ifX , B
y1 is not a square in k.
 .  .  .ii The map p : Pin X, B ª O X, B is surjecti¨ e if and only ifX , B
 . 2  .for all x g X such that B x, x / 0, there exists l g k* such that l B x, x
s "1.
 .  .  .Proof. Part i follows immediately from Proposition A.2 i . Part ii
 .follows from Proposition A.2 and the fact that every element of O X, B is
a product of hyperplane reflections.
 .  .A.4. COROLLARY. The map p : Pin X, B ª O X, B is a doubleX , B
 .co¨ering for all non-degenerate inner product spaces X, B o¨er a field k if
and only if k satisfies
2 2k*r k* ( Z and y1 f k* . .  .2
 .  .Proof. If p : Pin X, B ª O X, B is a double covering for allX , B
 .non-degenerate inner product spaces X, B over a field k, then taking
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 .  2 .X, B s k, m x where m g k*, we see that there is a l g k* such that
2  .l m s "1 by Corollary A.3 ii . The converse is immediate from Corollary
A.3.
< <  .2For such a field there is a homomorphism : k ª k* given by
< <  . < <  .x s x if x is a square , x s yx if x is minus a square , and also an
2 2 2’ ’ .  .isomorphism : k* ª k* given by x s y, where y s x and y g
 .2k* .
 w x.By diagonalisation cf. L , every non-degenerate quadratic form q over
k is isometric to an orthogonal sum,
 :  :q ( r 1 H s y1 ,
 : 2where "1 is the quadratic form "x on k, and r and s are positive
integers, a priori not uniquely determined by q. This implies that for such
fields one has a notion of ``signature'':
 .  .A.5. PROPOSITION. i If the field k satisfies ) , then either y1 is not
a sum of squares in k* or y1 is a sum of two squares in k*.
 .  .ii If y1 is not a sum of squares, then there are up to isometry
exactly two anisotropic quadratic forms in each dimension n g N*. These are
 :  :  .  .n 1 and n y1 . The map s : Groth k ª Z gi¨ en by s q s r y s is well
 .defined and factors to gi¨ e an isomorphism s : Witt k ( Z.
 .  .iii If y1 is a sum of two squares, then there are up to isometry
 :  :exactly four anisotropic quadratic forms. These are 0, 1 , y1 , and
 :  :  .  .  .1 H 1 . The map s : Groth k ª Zr4Z gi¨ en by s q s r y s mod 4
 .is well defined and factors to gi¨ e an isomorphism s : Witt k ( Zr4Z.
 . ism 2Proof. To prove part i , suppose that y1 s  a , where a g k*,is1 i i
and that y1 is not a sum of fewer than m squares. If m ) 2, then
a 2 q a 2 is itself a square}it cannot be minus a square since then, by1 2
division, y1 is a sum of two squares which contradicts the minimality of
m. But then y1 is a sum of m y 1 squares which also contradicts the
minimality of m. Thus we must have m s 2.
 .A quadratic form is anisotropic if q x s 0 « x s 0. By Proposition 1.4
w x  .of Chapter 2 in L , the elements of Witt k are in bijection with the
 .isometry classes of all anisotropic forms. Part ii now follows as in
w x  .Proposition 3.2 of Chapter 2 in L . Part ii is clear once we have
 :  :  :remarked that in this case, the quadratic forms 1 H 1 and y1
 :H y1 are isometric so that there are no anisotropic forms in dimension
greater than two.
Remark. Both cases occur since y1 is not a sum of squares in R but is
 .a sum of squares in the finite fields F if q s 3 mod 4 .q
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